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For all traces $T$, the final state $S$ of $T$ is "fine".

chosen local property on the final state
Indistinguishability

trace 1 ( ? = ♂ )  →  state S₁

trace 2 ( ? = ♂ )  →  state S₂
Indistinguishability

For all traces $T_1$, there exists a trace $T_2$, "$T_1 \sim T_2$"

Property

indistinguishable by adversarial tests
Effective callback freedom

trace 1 (with feature callback)

state $S_1$

trace 2 (without callback)

state $S_2$
Effective callback freedom

For all traces $T_1$, there exists a trace $T_2$ (without callback), $S_1 \approx S_2$
Front-Running Resistance
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state $S_1$

trace 2

state $S_2$
Front-Running Resistance

Property

For all traces $T_1$, for all traces $T_2$ that is a permutation of $T_1$, "$S_2 \approx S_1$"

equivalence relation on final states
Coalition Resistance

trace 1 ( ? = 🧵🧵🧵🧵 ) → state $S_1$

trace 2 ( ? = 🧵🧵🧵🧵 ) → state $S_2$
Impact of Coalition Resistance

For all traces $T_1$, for all traces $T_2$ involving a subset of $T_1$'s participants, "$S_2 \leq S_1$"

Property